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Abstract—It is now well known that employing channel adaptive signaling in wireless communication systems can yield large
improvements in almost any performance metric. Unfortunately,
many kinds of channel adaptive techniques have been deemed
impractical in the past because of the problem of obtaining
channel knowledge at the transmitter. The transmitter in many
systems (such as those using frequency division duplexing) can
not leverage techniques such as training to obtain channel state
information. Over the last few years, research has repeatedly
shown that allowing the receiver to send a small number of
information bits about the channel conditions to the transmitter
can allow near optimal channel adaptation. These practical
systems, which are commonly referred to as limited or finite-rate
feedback systems, supply benefits nearly identical to unrealizable
perfect transmitter channel knowledge systems when they are
judiciously designed. In this tutorial, we provide a broad look
at the field of limited feedback wireless communications. We
review work in systems using various combinations of single
antenna, multiple antenna, narrowband, broadband, single-user,
and multiuser technology. We also provide a synopsis of the role
of limited feedback in the standardization of next generation
wireless systems.
Index Terms—Wireless communications, Limited feedback,
MIMO systems, Quantized precoding, Multiuser MIMO systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE INCREASES in wireless data rates over the years
have been accompanied by large steps in communication
system design. Past improvements in coding, modulation, and
scheduling have led to the current systems deployed today.
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Next generation systems are poised to make use of a variety
of channel adaptive techniques. These sorts of signaling approaches allow the transmitter to adapt to the propagation conditions. This implies that the transmitter requires some form of
knowledge of the wireless channel conditions, often referred
to as channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter (CSIT).
Employing most kinds of channel adaptive techniques has
been impossible in the past because two-way communication
is accomplished using frequency division duplexing (FDD).
The forward and reverse links in FDD generally have highly
uncorrelated channels because they are separated in frequency.
One way of overcoming this problem is by using other
forms of reciprocity (e.g., statistical reciprocity). These sorts
of systems use the fact that the forward and reverse links often
share the same fading distribution. Statistical approaches can
perform very well in situations where the channel exhibits
some form of (slowly varying) structure, such as having a
large mean component (i.e., a large Rician K-factor) or strong
correlation (either in space, time, or frequency). Generally,
however, statistical adaptation comes with a non-negligible
performance loss compared with adaptation techniques that
use the instantaneous channel realization.
The big innovation that has overcome the challenge of
making instantaneous channel adaptation practical is the use of
feedback. A system employing feedback uses a low rate data
stream on the reverse side of the link to provide information to
the transmitter of the forward side of the link. This information
conveys some notion of the forward link condition (e.g.,
channel state, received power, interference level, etc.), and
the transmitter uses the information to adapt forward link
transmission. The value of feedback varies with the system
scenario. However, generally speaking, the value is greater
when the channel introduces some form of disturbance (such
as spatial interference, intersymbol interference, multiuser
interference, etc.) that cannot be handled by the receiver alone.
The feedback information itself can be digital or analog.
In this tutorial, we concentrate on digital feedback, which
is commonly referred to as limited feedback or finite-rate
feedback.
The history of feedback in communication systems traces
back to Shannon [289], [290] and other early work such as
[106], [285], [286], [326], [327]. Interest has continued to
grow in the uses of feedback. Feedback has had broad impact
in areas such as control systems, source coding, information theory, and communication theory. We concentrate and
summarize the present state of research into applications of
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limited feedback in wireless communication systems, where
its interest has recently seen much revival, particularly in
relation with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
Our goal is to examine what has been accomplished and make
some comments on the direction of this area of research.
We will divide the work into two main areas: single-user
(see Section II) and multiuser communication (see Section
III). Because the true measure of the impact of research is in
the applications it generates, we look at the role of limited
feedback in current and future standardized wireless systems
in Section IV. We provide some concluding remarks in Section
V.
Throughout the paper we use some common notation. The
complex numbers are denoted by C. The transpose of a vector
is denoted by a superscript T, and the conjugate transpose by a
superscript ∗. A diagonal matrix is created from a vector with
the function diag(·). The two-norm of a vector (or matrix) is
represented by  · 2 , and the Frobenius norm of a matrix is
represented by  · F . The ceiling function is written as ·,
and the floor function is similarly written as ·. The base two
logarithm is written log2 (·). The determinant of a matrix is
evaluated with det(·).
II. F EEDBACK IN S INGLE -U SER W IRELESS S YSTEMS
The design of single-user wireless systems has a long and
storied history. We address the role of limited feedback in
single and multiple antenna systems.
A. Single Antenna Systems
Single antenna wireless links are the most commonly found
wireless links. Single-user wireless systems are often split
into the categories of narrow and broadband depending on
the relationship between the bandwidth and delay spread
of the propagation channel. For this reason, the benefits of
channel adaptation using limited feedback will be divided into
narrowband and broadband systems.
1) Narrowband Systems: The kth channel use of a narrowband system is mathematically modeled as
y[k] = h[k]x[k] + n[k].

(1)

where y[k] is the complex received symbol, h[k] is the
complex channel response, x[k] is the transmitted symbol,
and n[k] is noise distributed according to CN (0, 1) (assuming
the noise is normalized to unit variance). The transmitted
signal x[k] is subject to a long term power constraint where
Eh,x [|x[k]|2 ] ≤ ρ. To allow the receiver to perform coherent detection, channel estimation techniques are usually
performed. Most of the work on limited feedback assumes that
the receiver has perfect knowledge of the h[k] for all k. We
will note when discussing work that makes other assumptions.
Additionally, various ergodicity and stationarity assumptions
must hold for the process {h[k]} , but these are beyond the
scope of this paper.
Because our focus is on adapting the transmitted signal
to the channel conditions, modeling how the channel varies
across a codeword block is critical. We primarily focus on a
block-fading channel model, where the channel is constant for

several channel uses before changing independently. Therefore, the tth channel block satisfies h[tKch ] = h[tKch + 1] =
· · · = h[(t + 1)Kch − 1] = h(t) where Kch is the length of
the fading block. The transmitted data will also have a block
structure. Let Kbl denote the codeword block length. We refer
to the vector [x[0] x[1] · · · x [Kbl − 1]] as the transmitted
codeword. The relationship between the channel block length
Kch and the codeword block length Kbl is important. In this
tutorial, we will refer to the case when Kch = Kbl as the slowch
fading scenario and the case when K
Kbl → 0 when Kbl → ∞
as the fast-fading scenario. More discussion on the relation
between codeword block length and time variation of the
fading process is available in [48] and the references therein.
Depending on the time evolution properties of the channel, both power and/or rate control provide benefits. For
the tth channel block, denote
 the average power constraint
2
as Ex |x[k]| | h[k] = h(t) ≤ ρt where the expectation is
over all possible codewords. To satisfy the long-term power
constraint, we have to require that Eh [ρt ] ≤ ρ. If the
transmitter has knowledge of the channel conditions for each
channel block, ρt could be adaptively chosen to maximize
performance. Variable rate encoding is also very common. In
this kind of framework, the rate is varied according to the
instantaneous channel conditions.
Assuming perfect knowledge of the channel at the transmitter and receiver, the ergodic capacity is [51], [98]



2
(2)
R = Eh log2 1 + ρ(h) |h|
where ρ(h) is a function that allocates power subject to waterfilling. Interestingly, this rate can be achieved asymptotically
with fixed rate encoding [49]. For the fast-fading case, we can
construct the codewords as

x[k] = ρ (h[k])s[k]
(3)
K −1

bl
where {s[k]}k=0
is a codeword designed independently of
the channel conditions (but whose rate is determined
using

2
≤ 1 and
distribution information) such that Es |s[k]|
ρ (h[k]) is chosen according to the waterfilling algorithm.
The problem with capacity achieving power allocation
frameworks is that they require the transmitter to perfectly
know h[k] (or at least its magnitude). As mentioned earlier,
in systems such as those using FDD, this knowledge is not
available. For this reason, the solution is for the receiver to
utilize the reverse link as a feedback channel, send channel
state information on this channel, and give the transmitter
some kind of side information u[k] about the current channel
realization h[k]. A general scheme is shown in Figure 1. The
receiver can obtain some level of channel information using
techniques such as training. Using this knowledge, the receiver
can design feedback to be sent as overhead on the reverse link.
The problem of codeword design with side information was
brought up in [49]. This paper considers more general channel
models than just (1), without restriction to block fading. In
addition, [49] does not require the receiver to perfectly know
h[k] but instead assumes the receiver has access to some
side information w[k]. Thus, the problem becomes one of
encoding and decoding using this side information along with
knowledge of the joint probability density function p(h, u, w).
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Fig. 1.
Block diagram of a single antenna limited feedback system.
The receiver obtains information about the wireless channel (either perfect
or imperfect) through techniques such as training. This receiver channel
information is then fed into a quantizer that returns a small number of
feedback bits to be sent as overhead on the reverse link. The transmitter can
use the received feedback bits to adapt the transmitted signal to the forward
channel.

This work was later extended to the fast-fading case
(through a block-fading construction) in [172] adding the
additional requirement of a cardinality constraint on the side
information u[k]. The problem of properly designing the side
information u[k] is shown to be one of scalar quantization
that can be solved using the Lloyd algorithm. The fast-fading
assumption employed in this paper allows the codeword rate
to be fixed because a codeword block spans a large number
of channel realizations.
Extensive analysis of the flat-fading single antenna system
has been conducted in [155] when the transmitter is provided
with a quantized version of the magnitude of h[k]. This
quantized version is taken by dividing up the non-negative
part of the real line into quantization regions. This quantization
approach is similar to techniques used in the temporal waterfilling proof in [98], which took the limit as the quantization
noise goes to zero. In [155], the power allocation strategy then
uses the quantized channel realization subject to either a shortterm power constraint (where ρt ≤ ρ for any channel block t)
or a long-term power constraint (where the power allocated to
the tth channel block ρt is restricted in expected value to be
bounded by ρ). An overview of the possible power constraints
is available in [48].
A model other than block fading was discussed in [267].
This work assumed periodic feedback, where feedback is
sent every fixed number of channel uses. The channel model
considered was a finite-state first-order Markov model.
From a practical perspective, another approach to the problem of adapting to the channel conditions is to concentrate
on selecting from a fixed set of per channel use constellations
and varying the density (or equivalently the average energy)
of these constellations. On-off rate adaptation was proposed
in [37], where the transmission was turned on and off subject
to the channel conditions. A more general system where the
rate of the transmitter is adjusted based on the channel is
addressed in [52]. Here the effect on the probability of error
subject to an average rate constraint is analyzed. These ideas
were later extended to take into account queue length [53].
Various other works have looked at the application of rate
variation [18], [48], [147], [237], [299], [300], [311], some
using specific constellation families and some combining the
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rate variation with adaptive power allocation. Analysis of
adaptive modulation with feedback imperfections has been
studied in [84], [238]. Discussion can also be found in the
overview paper [85]. A diversity-based approach is given in
[293].
Work taking practical code designs into account has been
relatively limited. Adaptive M -ary orthogonal coding for high
bandwidth expansion systems (such as CDMA) has been
proposed in [171], and adaptive trellis coded modulation for
high bandwidth efficiency has been studed in [17], [95], [169],
[170], [232]. These works consider joint optimization of the
coding rate and modulation level coding based on maintaining
a target average error rate or average throughput requirement.
Outdated knowledge of channel state information has been
considered.
In addition to the performance benefit associated with
adaptive coded modulation systems, there is another important
benefit of channel state knowledge at the transmitter. In [229],
the authors studied the concept of incorporating knowledge of
channel side information at the transmitter on the LDPC code
design. It is shown that substantial reduction of LDPC decoding complexity can be obtained utilizing the side information.
Another approach to feedback is the use of repeat requests
when channel conditions cause codeword errors. In fact,
regardless of the availability of explicit CSIT, there is always
ACK/NAK signaling exchange in the upper layers in most
communication systems. Such ACK/NAK exchange is used
for automatic repeat request (ARQ) in the upper layers so
that an error-free logical channel can be presented to the
application layers. In fact, the ACK/NAK signaling exchange
can also be utilized at the physical layer of the transmitter to
learn about the actual channel conditions. This information is
particularly useful when the CSIT (through explicit feedback
[FDD] or implicit feedback [TDD]) is not perfect.
Consider the case when the channel state information
obtained by limited feedback (or finite-rate feedback) may
be outdated or suffering from feedback errors. Because of
these errors, the transmitter must adapt the transmit power
and/or data rate according to this imperfect CSIT. In order
to effectively exploit the imperfect channel information at
the transmitter, it is important to take into account the error
statistics of the CSIT in the adaptation. However, it is very
difficult for the transmitter to obtain and keep track of the error
statistics because they usually depend on the channel environment and Doppler spectrum. In such cases, the ACK/NAK
signaling from the upper layer ARQ is very useful to provide a
truly closed-loop adaptation. For example, if the transmitter is
overly aggressive in the adaptation (e.g., in adjusting the data
rate), the packet will be corrupted at the receiver and a NAK
will result. Based on the NAK information, the transmitter can
reduce the data rate and/or increase the transmit power until
an ACK is received. Such an approach is very robust to CSIT
errors and does not require explicit knowledge of CSIT error
statistics at the transmitter. In fact, this closed-loop adaptation
framework has been commercially deployed in IS95 in outerloop power control.
Selective repeat ARQ is studied in [27]. ARQ schemes with
reliable and unreliable feedback are studied in [26]. Power and
rate adaptation utilizing ACK/NAK feedback has appeared in
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[102], [125], [358]. In [141], the authors considered a two level
stochastic scheduling based on learning automata. In [338],
the authors modeled the power, rate adaptation (as well as
user selection) using Markov Decision Process (MDP) and
obtained an optimal as well as low complexity control policy.
From these works, it is found that robust performance can be
obtained by jointly considering both limited CSIT feedback
as well as ACK/NAK signaling in the design of transmitter
adaptation policy.
2) Broadband and Wideband Systems: A single antenna
broadband model is complicated by the fact that previously
transmitted symbols interfere with the current symbols. A
discrete-time model for this kind of set-up is
y[k] =

L


h[k, ]x[k − ] + n[k].

(4)

=0

where the channel is now frequency selective and represented by an (L + 1)-tap finite impulse response filter
[h[k, 0] · · · h[k, L]] at the kth channel use.
Because of the difficulty in dealing with the intersymbol
interference resulting from frequency selective channels, especially for recently standardized wideband systems (UMTSLTE, WiMAX, WiFi), industry and academia have turned
toward the use of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). In OFDM, the signal x[k] is jointly designed
over Ksc + L channel uses assuming that the channel is
constant during a block of Kch channel uses with Kch ≥
Ksc + L. The transmitter constructs a Ksc collection of
parallel subchannels in the frequency domain. The 
kth transx̃ =
mission
across
the
parallel
subchannels
can
be
written
  
 
T

x̃0 k̃ · · · x̃Ksc −1 k̃
. This vector is then multplied by
an inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix, and the
last L entries of the transformed signal are appended to the
beginning of the vector (termed a cyclic prefix).
After reception, the receiver removes this cyclic prefix and
multiplies the signal by a DFT matrix. This then gives a postprocessing input-output relation in the frequency domain of
 
  
 
ỹ k̃ = diag h̃ k̃ x̃[k̃] + ñ k̃
(5)

at OFDM channel use k̃. Here vector notation has been used
where the vth entry of each vector corresponds to the inputoutput relation for the vth subcarrier.
Adapting the subcarrier powers with limited feedback has
been the focus of several works. Using a one bit per subcarrier (or per block of subcarriers) design that simply turns
subchannels off and on was proposed by [177]. Later work
on quantized feedback in OFDM to activate or deactivate
subchannels was the focus of [306], [307]. More general
schemes for jointly quantizing the per subcarrier power allocations have been discussed in [61], [201], [207], [262].
A sub-channel grouping approach was developed in [3], [4].
Techniques used to address the problem of adaptation with
unquantized (but stale or imperfect) CSIT studied in [348]
can also be employed. The case of using feedback for bit
interleaved coded OFDM was addressed in [310]. An overview
of adaptive modulation with OFDM is available in [270].
With the emergence of systems such as ultra-wideband
(UWB) there has been an increased interest in adaptive

signaling over very large bandwidths (often on the order
of 109 Hertz). One possible approach to signaling in these
systems is to send a narrowband signal over an adaptively
chosen frequency band. When a narrowband channel is chosen
by probing over a wideband channel, feedback allows the
transmitter to choose a frequency band with good performance
(generally defined as having a large signal-to-interference
plus noise ratio (SINR)). The low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
scaling of the maximum achievable rate is the focus of [44].
Training a wideband channel with feedback to optimize rate
is discussed in [5]. Extending feedback analysis to wideband
channels that are sparse in the delay and Doppler domains is
considered in [103].
B. Multiple Antenna Systems
The application of limited feedback to multiple antenna
wireless systems has received much attention in the recent
past. The spatial degree-of-freedom and the potentially sizable
benefits available by adapting over it make limited feedback
a very attractive option.
The degrees of freedom with multiple antenna systems can
be exploited to offer rate and diversity benefits as well as
beamforming and interference canceling capabilities. While
the diversity gain can be typically extracted without the need
of CSIT feedback (e.g., space time codes), CSIT plays a
crucial role for beamforming and interference mitigation at
the transmitter side, as will be clarified below.
1) Narrowband Systems: A single-user narrowband multiple antenna system can be represented by an expression of the
form
y[k] = H[k]x[k] + n[k]
(6)
at the kth channel use. Assuming Mt transmit antennas and
Mr receive antennas, y[k] is an Mr -dimensional receive
vector, H[k] is an Mr ×Mt channel response matrix, x[k] is an
Mt -dimensional transmit vector, and n[k] is Mr -dimensional
noise. We assume the noise to have i.i.d. normalized entries
distributed according to CN (0,
 1). The
 transmitter power
2
constraint requires that EH,x x[k]2 ≤ ρ. As in the
single antenna case, we concentrate on the scenario where
the receiver has access to H[k]. Given this, there are a variety
of ways to design x[k] if the transmitter is given access to
some quantized information relating to H[k].
Again, this analysis will depend on the time evolution model
of the channel. If we use our previous notation of blockfading, the tth channel block satisfies H[tKch ] = H[tKch +
1] = · · · = H[(t + 1)Kch − 1] = H(t) where Kch is
the length of the fading block.
 For power constraint reasons,
2
Ex x[k]2 | H[k] = H(t) ≤ ρt for the tth block. Varying
ρt to perform temporal water-filling provides capacity benefits,
but unless otherwise noted, our discussion assumes ρt = ρ for
all channel blocks.
1a) Covariance Quantization
When the transmitter and receiver both perfectly know the
channel, the ergodic capacity is [96], [320]
R = EH

max

Q:tr(Q)≤1,Q∗ =Q,Q0

log2 det (I + ρHQH∗ ) .
(7)
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Here Q is the covariance of the transmitted signal for each
individual instantaneous channel realization. The covariance
of the transmitted signal could incorporate both the spatial
power allocation as well as unitary precoding. Note that spatial
power allocation is important especially for cases when the
number of transmit antennas is greater than the number of
receive antennas. From an encoding point of view, x[k] =
√
ρ(Q[k])1/2 s[k], k = 0, . . . , Kbl − 1, where Q[k] solves the
optimization (based on channel feedback)
Q[k] =

argmax
Q:tr(Q)≤1,Q∗ =Q,Q0

log2 det (I + ρH[k]QH∗ [k])

and s[k] is the kth channel use of an open-loop codeword.
This codeword set is chosen according to some spatial power
∗
constraint criteria such that Es s[k] (s[k]) = I and such that
the encoding rate per channel block approaches the achievable
rate of the instantaneous channel. For fast-fading, a fixed rate
codeword set can be used satisfying similar conditions to those
above but with a fixed encoding rate.
One of the first looks at trying to design the covariance
matrix using imperfect channel information was the covariance
design for multiple-input single-output (MISO) systems using
statistical information published in [331]. For a limited rate
feedback approach, the general idea is to use the fact that
the receiver knows H [k] through procedures such as training.
Using this channel knowledge, the receiver can quantize some
function of H [k] using vector quantization (VQ) techniques.
Naturally, the aspects of the channel that the transmitter
cares about are those that allow the design of the covariance
for the tth channel block [294]. Using this line of reasoning,
the receiver can determine a rate maximizing covariance and
feed this back to the transmitter. Employing a codebook of
possible covariance matrices Q = {Q1 , . . . , Q2B } that is
known to both the transmitter and receiver, the receiver can
search for the codebook index that solves
nopt [k] = argmax log2 det (I + ρH [k] Qn H∗ [k])
1≤n≤2B

and send the B bit binary label corresponding to covariance
Qnopt [k] to the transmitter. This gives a maximum achievable
rate in bits per channel use of
RQ = EH max log2 det (I + ρHQH∗ )
Q∈Q

(8)

using a codebook Q known to both the transmitter and
receiver.
The covariance codebook can be either fixed or randomly
generated (using a seed known to both the transmitter and
receiver). Designing a fixed covariance codebook to maximize
the average rate is a challenging problem that depends on
the stationary distribution of the channel [40], [168]. Vector
quantization approaches using the Lloyd algorithm have been
shown to efficiently generate codebooks that achieve a large
rate [168]. Random approaches for covariance design have
also been proposed [69] using ideas pioneered in [278]. In
fact, it was shown in [69] that the rate loss with B bits of
feedback decreases exponentially with the number of feedback
bits.
While the codebook approach is optimal for a blockto-block independently fading channel, temporal correlation
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between channel realizations can improve quantization. Feedback approaches based on tracking the channel using gradient
analysis are studied in [31], [32]. Alternative approaches to
subspace tracking are discussed in [346], [352]. The use
of switched codebooks, where the codebook is changed or
adapted over time is proposed in [216]. Beamforming codebooks with adaptive localized codebook caps, the orientation
and radius of the cap changing over time, were considered
in [268]. Markov models to analyze the effects of feedback
delay and channel time evolution were proposed in [121]–
[123]. These models can be used to implement feedback
compression by using Markov chain compression. Statistical
characterizations of the feedback side information can be
further leveraged [356].
As a final remark, many of the above works considered
block-fading channels and optimize the ergodic capacity in
the covariance optimization problem under limited feedback.
However, ergodic capacity may not be an appropriate performance measure in non-ergodic channels (such as the slowfading case). In slow-fading channels, there are systematic
packet errors due to channel outages despite the use of
powerful channel coding. This happens because given limited
CSIT there is still uncertainty about the actual CSI, and the
transmitted packet will be corrupted whenever the data rate
exceeds the instantaneous mutual information. In addition to
limited CSIT feedback, there might be feedback error due to
noisy feedback links. This will also contribute to packet errors
due to channel outage. When there is a noisy feedback link,
the index mapping is also an important design parameter that
will affect the robustness of the CSIT feedback. As a result,
joint adaptation between the data rate, covariance matrix, and
feedback index mapping is important to control the packet
errors to a reasonable target. In order to account for the
potential penalty of packet errors, it is important to consider
system goodput (b/s/Hz successfully delivered to the receiver)
instead of ergodic capacity as the system performance measure
in the optimization framework. The design of robust limited
feedback schemes and the joint rate, covariance, and feedback
index mapping optimization for system goodput is a relatively
unexplored topic. In [342], the authors extend the VQ optimization framework to consider joint rate and covariance
adaptation using Lloyd’s algorithm for slow-fading MIMO
channels.
1b) Beamforming
While optimal covariance quantization is of interest to
analyze how close to perfect transmitter channel knowledge
a limited feedback system can perform, limited feedback
can have immediate impact enhancing existing closed-loop
signaling approaches. Beamforming is characterized by the
use of a rank one covariance matrix. Note that using a rank
one Q matrix is optimal whenever the single-user channel is
itself rank one. This notably occurs when the user terminal is
equipped with a single antenna. In this situation the availability
of CSIT is critical.
In beamforming, the single-user MIMO expression in (6) is
√
restricted so that x[k] = ρf [k]s[k] where f [k] is a channel
dependent vector referred to as a beamforming vector and s[k]
is a single-dimensional complex symbol chosen independently
of the instantaneous channel conditions. For power constraint
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reasons, Es |s[k]|2 ≤ 1 and f [k] is restricted such that
f [k]2 = 1.
Much of the early beamforming work focused on the MISO
case when there is only a single receive antenna. In this case,
(6) can be reformulated as
√
y[k] = ρhT [k]f [k]s[k] + n[k]
(9)
where a lower case bold symbol has been used to show that
h[k] is a column vector. With this configuration, the receive
SNR at channel use k (averaged with respect to the transmitted
signal and noise) is given by
2

SNR[k] = ρ hT [k]f [k] .
For MIMO beamforming and combining, a receive-side combining vector z[k] (sometimes, but not necessarily, unit norm)
is used so that after processing
√
y[k] = ρz∗ [k]H[k]f [k]s[k] + z∗ [k]n[k].
(10)
Various forms of combiners exist (e.g., see the discussion in
[199], [292] and the references therein).
Allowing the receiver to send some feedback to assist the
transmitter’s design was proposed early in [89] and later in
works such as [88], [116], [117], [226]–[228], [231]. The
simplest form of this feedback is transmit antenna selection
[295], [321]. In this scenario, the transmit beamforming vector
is restricted such that only one entry is non-zero. With this
kind of set-up in a MISO system, the optimal solution is to
send data on the antenna that maximizes the receiver SNR
meaning all data (and all power) is sent on antenna mopt [k]
where
2
mopt [k] = argmax |hm [k]|
1≤m≤Mt

where hm [k] denotes the mth antenna entry of the channel
vector h[k]. Using this approach, the optimal selected antenna
can be designed at the receiver and sent back to the transmitter
using log2 (Mt ) bits. Typically these bits are assumed error
free, but work has been done in compensating for errors [179].
Error rates with antenna selection for spatially uncorrelated
set-ups have been analyzed in [60], [203], [292].
Clearly antenna selection is limited in terms of its benefits
to the overall capacity as it does not allow for the full
beamforming gain. If there exists a feedback link, more
complicated forms of channel dependent feedback should
improve performance. In [230], it was proposed to quantize
the channel vector for a MISO system into a set of normalized
column vectors H = {h1 , . . . , h2B } . Because the system has
only a single receive antenna, the channel vector h[k] can
be quantized over this set by selecting the codebook vector
hnopt [k] using a phase invariant distortion such that
2

nopt [k] = argmax |h∗n h[k]| .
1≤n≤2B

(11)

The transmitter can then pick a beamforming vector that solves


2
T
f [k] = argmax log2 1 + ρ hnopt [k] f
f :f =1


∗
hTnopt [k]

= 
hn [k]  .
opt

2

(12)

s1[k]
sM[k]

.
.
.

F[k]

Pick precoder
matrix using

.
.
.

.
.
.

Receiver

Channel
Information

{F1,…,F2B}
Quantization
using

{F1,…,F2B}

Fig. 2. A block diagram of a limited feedback linear precoded MIMO system
is shown above. The receiver uses its channel estimate to pick the optimal
transmitter-side linear precoder from a codebook known to the transmitter
and receiver. For a codebook of size 2B , the B-bit binary label of the chosen
precoder is sent over the feedback channel. Note that the rate and/or SNR
must also be known as side information to facilitate communication and is
often fed back.

Later work analyzed the effect of training, feedback, and
power quantization on these types of designs [39] and other
issues of signal design in [221].
Another early form of limited feedback beamforming was
the use of MISO per antenna phase quantization in [109].
Equal gain approaches that attempt to co-phase the signals received from various antennas can give excellent performance.
The work in [109] used this concept to quantize the phases of
each hm [k], m = 1, . . . , Mt , using uniform phase quantization
on the unit circle.
These new channel quantization approaches marked a
change in thinking. Since the codebooks in [109], [230],
[295], [321] fundamentally do nothing more than allow the
receiver to directly design the beamforming vector and send
this designed vector back to the transmitter, the problem
could be approached differently as one of beamforming vector
quantization rather than channel quantization. The main idea is
to restrict f [k] to lie in a set or codebook F = {f1 , . . . , f2B } .
The receiver can use its channel knowledge to pick the
optimal vector from this codebook. This kind of approach
is demonstrated in Figure 2 (using the interpretation that
beamforming is rank one precoding). The receiver now, in
some sense, controls how the signal is adapted to the channel.
This makes sense because the receiver will nearly always have
higher quality CSI than the transmitter.
This change in thinking lead to significant advances in
feedback techniques. Phase quantization codebooks were created in [199] for MIMO beamforming and combining. This
extended some of the concepts in [109] by jointly quantizing
the phases across all the transmit antennas and guaranteed
full diversity. Quantized equal gain codebooks were later
thoroughly analyzed in [224]. An analysis and summary of
designs in quantized equal gain beamforming is available in
[366].
While equal gain approaches are of interest, a general design
framework is needed. Work in [222] for the MISO case and
[202] for the MIMO case showed that for a spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel, the outage minimizing, SNR
maximizing, and rate maximizing design is to i) think of the
set F as a collection of lines in the Euclidean space CMt and
ii) maximize the angular separation of the two closest lines.
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ș

Fig. 3. In narrowband beamforming, the system performance is independent
of the phase of the beamforming vector. In the figure, two vectors are shown
in three-dimensional real space. Because of phase invariance and the norm
constraint on the vectors, performance only depends on the line that passes
through the vector and its angular separation from the optimal beamforming
vector’s line.

This problem is actually well known in applied mathematics
as the Grassmannian line packing problem. Mathematically,
this means that the set F is chosen to maximize its minimum
distance defined as

2
d(F ) = 1 − max |fi∗ fj | = min sin(θi,j )
1≤i<j≤2B

1≤i<j≤2B

where θi,j is the angle between the lines generated by the
column spaces of fi and fj . An example is shown in Figure
3. Each beamforming vector is a point on the sphere because
of the transmit power constraint. The column space of each
beamforming vector corresponds to a line. Therefore, the
codebook minimum distance is a function of the minimum
angular separation between codebook lines.
The design of optimal or near-optimal Grassmannian line
packings is in general a challenging problem. One approach
is construction based on difference sets [303], [344]. Another
approach is to use a numerical alternating projection algorithm [325]. Modified line packing codebooks that deal with
statistical correlation knowledge via rotations and normalizations are proposed in [197]. The correlation design concept
was extended to a systematic codebook design approach in
[251].
Several special cases of limited feedback beamforming
have been significantly analyzed. Necessary and sufficient
conditions that beamforming vector codebooks must satisfy
to yield full diversity are derived in [200]. In fact, for any
channel, the maximum diversity order is achieved when the
rank of the matrix [f1 · · · f2B ] constructed from the set
of beamforming vectors has a rank of Mt . Receiver SNR
degradation analysis is available in [372]. Insights from the
problem of Grassmannian line packing designs can be used
to assist analysis [217]. Closed-form integral expressions can
be obtained by modeling the feedback problem as one of
correlated antenna selection [22]. Other performance analysis
results with limited feedback beamforming include [127].
An alternative approach to Grassmannian codebooks is
to construct the codebooks using vector quantization (VQ)
techniques. A general VQ framework for codebook design
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was proposed in [260]. The idea is to formulate a distortion
function (usually related to rate loss or SNR loss) and then
iteratively minimize this distortion function to obtain locally
optimal solutions. Using multiple iterations with different
(possibly randomized) initial settings usually yields an approximately globally optimal codebook. Because of the unit vector
constraints on the beamforming vector set, this is actually a
problem in spherical vector quantization [343].
VQ designs also have very nice analytical properties when
the codebook size (or quantizer resolution) increases. High
resolution analysis and codebook design were successfully
leveraged in [363] to give new insight into codebook behavior.
Spatially correlated VQ designs are presented in [364]. Ref.
[129] analyzed the symbol error probability using insights
from high resolution quantization. The effect of estimation
error and/or feedback delay is discussed in [128], [204], [211].
Approaches for mitigating the effects of feedback errors are
discussed in [174], [373].
Grassmannian and VQ limited feedback designs assume
codebooks that are fixed and do not vary as the channel
changes. Another approach is to randomly generate the codebook at each block (with the randomly generated codebook
perfectly known to both the transmitter and receiver). This
sort of codebook design technique is known as random vector
quantization (RVQ) and was first proposed in [278], [280]. The
idea here is to generate the 2B codebook vectors independently
and all identically distributed according to the stationary
distribution of the optimal unquantized beamforming vector.
For example, a MISO system with perfect channel information at the transmitter and receiver will use a beamforming
T
[k])∗
vector f [k] = (h
h[k]2 (known as maximum ratio transmission). When the channel distribution is spatially uncorrelated
Rayleigh (i.e., each entry of h[k] is i.i.d. CN (0, 1)), this vector
follows a uniform distribution on the unit sphere in CMt .
Thus, the RVQ codebook would be constructed by taking
2B independently and uniformly generated points on the unit
sphere. These kinds of codebooks have very nice asymptotic
properties as the number of antennas scales to infinity [278],
[280]. Closed-form analysis is also possible when the channel
follows a spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh model [24].
Several other codebook designs have been considered as
alternatives to Grassmannian line packings, vector quantization, and RVQ. Equiangular frame based codebooks were
suggested in [218] based on the observation that (in the
real case) codebooks from equiangular frames maximize the
mutual information between the true beamforming vector and
the quantized precoding vector. In certain cases Grassmannian
line packing also leads to equiangular frames [303]. Fourier
concepts for codebook design were first introduced in [199].
Using codebooks based on the Fourier concept for limited
feedback was later generalized in [202], [222], based on a
design in [114]. The key idea (in [202], [222]) is to recognize
the noncoherent MIMO space-time code design problem is
also the problem of finding packings on the Grassmann
manifold (e.g., [12], [36], [212], [365]). DFT codebooks [199],
[202] introduce additional structure in Fourier codebooks,
further simplifying their design.
A quantized version of a basis selection algorithm is discussed in [124]. Adaptive modulation has been combined
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with beamforming codebooks (relating to the mean feedback
adaptive modulation work in [369]) as discussed in [345].
Techniques for dealing with time variation of the channel
during the feedback phase are studied in [184].
1c) Linear Precoding for Spatial Multiplexing
In beamforming, a data stream is sent spatially by projecting
the data symbol onto a beamforming vector. Linear precoding
extends beamforming ideas to sending multiple data streams
spatially [284]. Mathematically, the input-output model is
√
(13)
y[k] = ρH[k]F[k]s[k] + n[k].
Here, F[k] is an Mt × M matrix (with M ≤ Mt ) known
as the precoding matrix. The signal vector s[k] is chosen
independently of the channel conditions (with the exception
of the rate of the codeword set in a slow-fading channel) and
1
I. This kind of open-loop
typically satisfies Es [s[k]s∗ [k]] = M
modulation is commonly referred to as spatial multiplexing.
To satisfy a sum power constraint, the matrix F[k] should
2
satisfy tr (F[k]F∗ [k]) = F[k]F ≤ M.
The simplest form of linear precoding is antenna subset
selection [213], [272]. In this kind of configuration F[k]
consists of M unique columns chosen
 from the Mt × Mt
t
identity matrix I. Thus, there are M
M possible antenna subset
selection matrices. The receiver can use its channel knowledge
to select the subset using some criterion and feed back the
 t
bits of feedback.
chosen subset using log2 M
M
Unlike single antenna selection, selection of an antenna
subset is challenging because it is not clear what performance
metric to use. Early work in [99], [110] considered various
designs. The capacity with antenna subset selection was analyzed in [41], [214]. Limited feedback antenna subset selection
with power control is the focus of [349].
Various papers have analyzed antenna subset selection
systems for different models. Transmit and receive antenna
selection analysis and the resulting capacity are studied in
[101]. The capacity growth and capacity degradation with
antenna subset selection are derived in [274]. Antenna subset
selection in keyhole channels has been studied in [273].
Antenna subset selection with correlation was analyzed in
[239].
Another issue with antenna subset selection is the choice of
the dimension M . Typically, this subset value is fixed for all
times. Removing this constraint (i.e., allowing M to vary with
the channel conditions) can provide large achievable rate or
error rate improvements. Antenna subset selection for spatial
multiplexing with a varying number of spatial data streams
was proposed [108] under the terminology of multi-mode
antenna subset selection (where M is termed the mode of
the system). Techniques for selecting the mode using limited
feedback are given in [158], [239], [254].
Another form of simplified linear precoding is the use of a
diagonal F[k] that only adjusts per antenna powers. This form
of adaptation (sometimes referred to as per antenna rate and
power control) is a natural addition to spatial multiplexing.
Varying the power of open-loop spatial multiplexing using
finite-rate feedback with an outage design criteria is the focus
of [81].
The best form of performance generally comes when F[k]
is designed to direct data over “good” channel subspace

directions. Like [230], the first ideas behind limited feedback
linear precoding focused on quantizing H[k] [139]. The idea
being that the receiver would quantize the channel, feed back
the quantized value to the transmitter, and then have the
transmitter pick the precoder assuming that this quantized side
information is the perfect channel realization. The work in
[252] further elaborates on the notion of “good” and “bad”
channels for a precoding scheme in a correlated channel
setting.
Like beamforming, performance improves by using a codebook approach to choose the linear precoder directly. The
receiver can use its knowledge of H[k] to pick the linear precoder from a set or codebook F[k] ∈ {F1 , . . . , F2B } , known
to both the transmitter and receiver, using some performance
criterion. The B bit binary label of the optimal codebook
matrix can be sent to the transmitter over a feedback channel.
This is shown in Figure 2.
A common precoding framework is the use of multidimensional eigenbeamforming. The idea is to use M orthonormal
unit vectors to spatially signal M data streams. This means
F∗ [k]F[k] = I where I is the M × M dimensional identity
matrix. Generally most performance metrics depend only on
the product F[k]F∗ [k]. For this reason, right multiplication of
F[k] by any unitary matrix does not change the performance
metric. Using this invariance, the performance is dependent
only on the subspace spanned by the columns of F[k] not
the exact formulation of F[k]. The concepts employed in
Grassmannian line packing beamforming codebooks in [202],
[222] can therefore be extended to the case of M -dimensional
subspace packing [195].
Unlike lines, defining the distance between two subspaces
is more complex. There is one principal angle per subspace
dimension (for a total of M principal angles). Various distances can be defined using these angles [33]. It was shown
in [195] that these various distances (which incidently yield
very similar codebooks) can optimize different performance
criteria.
The problem of designing F = {F1 , . . . , F2B } has continued to be a focus of research. The relation between limited feedback precoding and the Grassmannian manifold was
taken into account in [71]. Fourier approaches exploiting the
relationship between non-coherent code design in [114] and
Grassmannian subspace packing were used in [194], [195].
These codebooks are extensively simulated in [67].
New precoder designs for spatially correlated channels were
the focus of [253]. A bit error rate (BER) minimizing design
with linear receivers and quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) constellations was analyzed in [370]. Unitary rotation
precoding with Givens rotations is studied in [266]. An alternative feedback precoding scheme was proposed in [173]. New
insights into parameterizing the channel and precoding matrix
were given in [261]. Expansions of codebooks using Householder reflections have been used to generate a unitary matrix
from a beamforming vector, to enable multimode precoding
and certain kinds of multiuser MIMO feedback. Code designs
based on mutually unbiased bases or Kerdock codes have
been proposed to provide small alphabet near-Grassmannian
codebooks that also facilitate multimode precoding (see the
following multimode discussion) and rank adaptation [126],
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[219]. Other designs are discussed in [66], [93], [178], [223].
Enhanced unitary precoding is studied in [94]. Several of
these codebooks and other codebooks, often resulting from
compromises among different companies, have been included
in several wireless standards (see Section IV).
RVQ analysis can also be extended to linear precoding
[278], [279]. Again, the codebook F has i.i.d. entries following the distribution of the capacity maximizing precoder.
This precoder is given by the M right singular vectors
corresponding to the M largest singular values. In the case
of a spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel, this M dimensional matrix is uniformly distributed on the set of M dimensional matrices with orthonormal columns (a kind of
Stiefel manifold [105]). Again, this kind of precoding has nice
properties that make asymptotic analysis tractable.
Like antenna subset selection, varying the dimensionality
(or mode) M of the precoder gives substantial improvement.
Ref. [196] discusses precoder design that includes mode
feedback as a function of the channel conditions. An analysis
of the optimal number of substreams is given in [74].
1d) Improved Space-Time Coding
Typically, space-time codes are designed without channel
information, as theory shows that diversity gain can be extracted from the MIMO channel without CSIT (also the case
for the single-user spatial multiplexing gain).
Space-time codes, however, can also be enhanced by adapting to channel conditions. If a high rate feedback channel
is unavailable, it is possible to limit adaptation to channel
statistics which are by nature slow varying, or perhaps even
uplink-downlink reciprocal. Channel spatial statistics convey
important information about antenna correlation, mean and
standard deviation of angles of departure/arrival which can be
exploited in the design of a precoding matrix so as to minimize
BER, maximize mutual information, etc. Such work was done
in, e.g., [183], [269], [335], [367], [368].
In most works, a simplified spatial correlation model known
as the Kronecker model is assumed, which assumes decoupling between transmit and receive antenna correlation
structure and leads to closed-form precoders. To deal with
arbitrary propagation scenarios (non-Kronecker) alternative
algorithms minimizing the BER were proposed in [113].
Beyond exploiting channel statistical information, instantaneous channel adaptation can yield further improvements. Initial work proposed a general model covering both the cases of
statistical and instantaneous feedback in [137] and quantized
feedback in [138]. Instantaneous channel feedback appears in
the form of channel matrix estimate whose distance (error) to
the true channel is arbitrary, but with known statistics.
The simplest form of closed-loop space-time coding is again
antenna subset selection. In this case, an M -antenna spacetime code is sent over Mt antennas (with Mt > M ) antennas.
The most popular form of space-time coding, orthogonal
space-time block codes (see [16], [167], [242], [319]), is a
perfect fit for antenna subset selection particularly because
certain values of M lead to “better” code designs. The most
popular choice would be M = 2 where the simple rate
one Alamouti space-time code is available [16]. Antenna
subset selection with orthogonal space-time block coding was
proposed in [100]. Later, extended orthgonal space-time block
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codes designed using antenna grouping ideas were proposed
in [193], [318].
One of the benefits of orthogonal space-time block codes
with antenna subset selection is that they are amenable to
closed-form performance analysis. Analysis of the error probability of orthogonal space-time block codes with antenna
subset selection has been studied in [142], [190]. The capacity
was analyzed in [246].
Like spatial multiplexing, space-time codes also can be
linearly precoded for the purpose of achieving both the diversity and beamforming gains. In the case of strong transmit
antenna correlation, a precoder based on the knowledge of
the correlation matrix alone (like the work mentioned earlier
in this section) will achieve some beamforming gain already.
However full beamforming capability in general requires instantaneous CSIT.
In this configuration with a space-time code sent over KST
channel uses, the received codeword matrix
√
(14)
Y[k] = ρH[k]F[k]S[k] + N[k].
where Y[k] and N[k] are Mr × KST matrices and S[k] is
the Mt × KST space-time code matrix. The entries of N[k]
are assumed normalized to be i.i.d. CN (0, 1). With limited
feedback, the precoder F[k] is restricted to lie in a set F =
{F1 , . . . , F2B } .
Quantized feedback for precoded orthogonal space-time
block codes was first proposed in [136], [166]. Like the
case of precoded spatial multiplexing, when the codebook
precoders are restricted such that F∗ [k]F[k] = I, the problem
of designing the codebooks has been shown to relate to
the problem of Grassmannian subspace packing [194]. For
precoded orthogonal space-time block coding, however, the
distance metric used for subspace packing is chordal distance
(unlike precoded spatial multiplexing codebooks that use
projection two-norm or Fubini-Study distance).
For arbitrary codebooks with precoded orthogonal spacetime block codes, necessary and sufficient conditions to guarantee full diversity conditions were derived in [193]. The
general idea is that the columns of all codebook precoders
should span all of CMt . Conditions for optimal precoding were
derived in [271]. A partially precoded form of space-time code
design is proposed in [83].
An interesting alternative to using precoding is to switch
between multiplexing and space-time coding (primarily using
orthogonal space-time codes) [111]. The idea is to compare
the receive minimum distance of both multiplexing and spacetime coding given a fixed rate. To minimize the probability
of error, the signaling architecture with the maximum receive
minimum distance is chosen. In fact, it is shown in [130] that
the optimal signaling approach given quantized feedback in a
MISO setting will vary in rank.
In [14], a technique for extending any M antenna orthogonal space-time block code to any Mt antenna transmitter
t
(satisfying that M
M is an integer) is discussed. This approach
uses a technique more general than standard linear precoding
t
that requires M
M − 1 bits of feedback. The idea behind this
approach is to use group coherent codes which preserve
the low complexity decoding of orthogonal space-time codes
while enjoying some partial beamforming gain. Additionally,
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this technique can also be modified to apply to non-orthogonal
space-time block codes.
One other enhancement to space-time codes is rate adaptation. The idea being that limited feedback can be sent from the
receiver to the transmitter to vary the rate. These techniques
were studied in [157] taking delay (i.e., outdated feedback)
into account.
There has been some work on codes other than orthogonal
space-time block codes. Power allocation using limited feedback for linear dispersion codes is the focus of [182]. Linear
dispersion codes with limited feedback are also discussed in
[205]. Quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes are adapted
with feedback in [29], [30], [322]. Space-time bit interleaved
coded modulation with finite feedback is addressed in [153],
[154] using a precoding-like structure. Space-time trellis coding using quantized phase information (in a way similar to
the work in quantized equal gain beamforming) was studied
in [186].
1e) Feedback Overhead Loss
In understanding the benefits of finite rate feedback, it is
also important to characterize the detriments. Using feedback
creates overhead on one side of the link to benefit the
achievable data rate on the other side. This overhead can often
be non-negligible. The first work on analyzing the overhead
of feedback was for the SISO case in [52]. In this paper, rate
degradation was taken into account in a symmetric way by
adjusting the fraction of channel resources used for feedback.
A symmetric MIMO FDD model was used in [191] to analyze
the penalty (in bits per second) of feedback. Training and
feedback overhead were optimized in [282], [283] assuming
a symmetric RVQ system. These papers used an asymptotic
(large number of antennas) analysis to gain insight. A numerical approach to trading off resources for training, feedback,
and transmission was given in [23]. The role of overhead is
analyzed using an RVQ beamforming assumption in [192].
Related work also has looked at time division cases [301].
Single antenna multicarrier overhead analysis is available in
[4]. Initial work in analyzing feedback overhead and delay in
the multiuser MIMO downlink is discussed in [220].
2) Broadband Systems: Fourth generation (4G) and beyond cellular standards are expected to use MIMO-OFDM
technology. As mentioned during the single antenna OFDM
feedback discussion, fully characterizing the complete channel
state information for any OFDM system can be challenging.
Generalizing the input-output relation of (5) to MIMO for
the vth subcarrier yields
 
   
 
(15)
ỹv k̃ = H̃v k̃ x̃v k̃ + ñv k̃
 
for OFDM channel use k̃. In (15), ỹv k̃ is an Mr dimensional received signal for subcarrier v, H̃v [k̃] is an
Mr ×Mt channel realization
(in the frequency domain) for the

vth subcarrier, x̃v k̃ is an Mt -dimensional transmitted signal
 
for subcarrier v, and ñv k̃ is Mr -dimensional normalized
additive noise with i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries.
MIMO channel adaptation must be done on a per-subcarrier
basis. For example, a linear precoded spatial multiplexing

system would set

  √
   
x̃v k̃ = ρv F̃v k̃ s̃v k̃
 
where ρv is the SNR on subcarrier v, F̃v k̃ is the Mt × M
precoder on subcarrier v, and s̃v [k] is an M -dimensional transmitted spatial multiplexing vector satisfying Es̃v [s̃v [k]s̃∗v [k]] =
1
M I. The precoder F̃v [k̃] must be adapted directly to H̃v [k].
Like the single antenna case, MIMO-OFDM feedback
systems often send feedback only for pilot subcarriers
v0 , . . . , vKpilot −1 where Kpilot is the number of pilots. For
example, a precoding system using limited feedback with a
common codebook for all pilots of F = {F1 , . . . , F2B } would
send B bits for each pilot subcarrier for a total feedback load
of BKpilots bits per channel block. Given this information,
the challenge is determining the precoders for non-pilots.
The first paper to address this problem was for the case
of beamforming in [62]. Inspired by spherical interpolation,
the idea was to weight and sum together the fed back beamforming vectors from the two nearest pilots. The weights were
designed to maximize the receive SNR of the subcarrier halfway between the two pilots. A transform domain quantization
approach was discussed in [215]. In [235], the precoder
interpolation problem was formulated as a weighted least
squares problem. The weights correspond to the distance (in
number of subcarriers) from the different pilot precoders. The
technique in [62] was later generalized to larger rank precoding interpolation techniques in [63]. A geodesic approach (i.e.,
linear interpolation on the Grassmann manifold) was the focus
of [236]. Other interpolation ideas are also available in [45],
[54]. Instead of trying to interpolate a much simpler approach
is clustering [215], [236], where a common precoder is chosen
for several contiguous subcarriers. Interestingly, the clustering
approach can yield an antenna subset selection criterion when
the cluster is extended to cover all subcarriers
 t  (i.e., only one
pilot) and the precoding codebook has the M
M antenna subset
matrices.
The general idea behind interpolation is demonstrated in
Figure 4. Sending precoder feedback only on a subset of the
subcarriers, the transmitter must use this information and the
channel correlation in the frequency domain to recreate all
precoders as shown in Figure 4 (a). One way (though not
necessarily general) of thinking of interpolation is shown in
Figure 4 (b). In this figure, the beamforming vector for a
subcarrier is found from the point on the unit sphere corresponding to a line drawn on the surface of the sphere between
the points generated by the closest pilots’ beamformers. As
shown in a variety of works, computing this line exactly or
even approximately can be quite complex.
Clustering is explained in Figure 5. In this case, the
transmitter and receiver divide (or cluster) the subcarriers in
a predetermined way. All narrowband channels within the
cluster use the same feedback and use the same precoding
matrix. The receiver can then design the feedback to choose a
precoder that is mutually beneficial (e.g., with respect to sum
rate).
Alternative techniques besides clustering and interpolation
have also been addressed. Work in using trellis techniques
for precoder interpolation are discussed in [371]. The work in
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Same feedback for
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Same feedback for
entire cluster

Subcarrier Index

(a) Interpolation Subcarrier Structure

Pilot feedback vector
Interpolated vector

Subcarrier Index
Fig. 5.
In a clustered MIMO-OFDM feedback system, subcarriers are
clustered together and share a common feedback link. The feedback sent
on this common link chooses the same precoder for all cluster subcarriers.

channel information. In this section, we discuss applications
of limited feedback in multiuser systems.
A. Single Antenna Scheduling and Spectrum Sharing

Pilot feedback
vector

(b) Interpolation Precoder Selection
Fig. 4. Figure (a) shows an example of an interpolation MIMO-OFDM
limited feedback system. Feedback is only sent for a select number of
subcarriers (called pilots here). The pilot feedback information is used to
design precoders for all subcarriers. In Figure (b), a beamforming example
(i.e., rank one precoding) shows one way of choosing the beamforming vector
using the pilot information. A line is traced on the surface of the sphere. The
beamforming vectors for subcarriers between the pilots are chosen from this
line using the subcarrier index.

[187] uses a different approach called successive beamforming
to take into account correlation in time and frequency. A reduced CSI feedback approach for MIMO-OFDM is proposed
in [355] that takes into account the fact that highly correlated
channels will have highly correlated feedback values; thus, the
number of bits can be effectively reduced by taking the actual
correlation between binary sequences into account.
The multi-mode precoding problem is even more difficult
to quantize. In this scenario, both the matrix and the rank of
the matrix can evolve over the OFDM symbol subcarriers.
An interpolation framework for multi-mode precoding was
published in [143].
While OFDM is the most popular MIMO broadband approach, single carrier systems are still of interest. Beamforming concepts (assuming receiver equalization) have been extended to these systems in [180], [181]. Here the beamforming
is actually a finite impulse response filter. Feedback techniques
similar to the narrowband scenario can be employed for these
systems.
III. F EEDBACK IN M ULTIUSER W IRELESS S YSTEMS
Adapting the transmitted signal across multiple users is an
additional degree-of-freedom that can be leveraged in most
communication systems. Clearly, the level of channel knowledge required typically increases proportionally to the number
of users. This creates challenging problems in practical system
implementations when the transmitter does not have a priori

In multiuser systems, users compete for resources to ensure
larger rates and/or better reliability. In a cellular framework
with single antennas, the maximum throughput decision is
to transmit to the users with the largest receive SNR at
each channel use in order to achieve the so-called multiuser
diversity gain [156]. To perform this scheduling, the base
station needs knowledge of users’ SNR conditions.
One solution proposed in [87], [90], [91] is for the users to
threshold their receive SNRs and notify the base station only
if their SNR exceeds some predetermined threshold. This is
a very rudimentary approach to SNR (or channel magnitude)
quantization since it is basically a one bit per user feedback
set-up. One issue is that there is a small probability that no
user will report their SNR thereby leaving the scheduler with
no CSIT. A multiple-stage version of this threshold-based
technique solves this problem at the expense of some extra
latency [104]. These one bit feedback techniques are very
bandwidth efficient. Using more feedback bits as discussed
in [87], however, may offer diminishing returns. In [276], the
benefits of employing only one feedback bit per user and the
minor rate enhancements of more feedback bits are analyzed.
Related work can be found in [15]. Another use of feedback
is to vary the rate and power to minimize outage [255].
Capacity analysis of the broadcast channel with feedback
is analyzed in [8]. Opportunistic feedback approaches for
designing uplink user transmission policies are discussed in
[7]. An excellent overview of feedback and the compression
of feedback in multiuser wireless systems is available in [86].
More discussion on channel aware scheduling and cross-layer
design is contained in [339].
Multiple antenna enhancements of these limited feedback
scheduling works generally are enhanced versions of opportunistic beamforming [333]. Random opportunistic beamforming offers a way of handling both the beamforming and
scheduling problems simultaneously with scalar-only SNR
feedback. A limited feedback version of opportunistic beamforming was studied in [233], [275]. A comparison of diversity
versus opportunistic beamforming is in [159]. The problem of
scheduling in multiuser MIMO systems is visited later in this
paper.
In broadband systems with multiple access in frequency,
users can be scheduled in various subchannels. Feedback
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and subcarrier allocation in orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA) can be done using limited feedback
[58]. Additionally, opportunistic scheduling techniques can be
combined with OFDM [276]. The problem of using feedback
with OFDMA i) scheduling and/or ii) adaptive coding and
modulation is also discussed in [10], [132], [175], [176], [206],
[208], [309]. The effect of channel variation over time is
considered for OFDMA scheduling using feedback in [131].
A thorough summary of the design issues facing multiuser 3G
and beyond OFDMA systems is available in [302].
When multiple access is done in the time domain, limited
feedback can allow the system to map users to time slots and
adapt coding and modulation [210]. This allows the average
transmit power to be minimized. As well, transmit power
minimizing solutions can be derived for data fusion in sensor
networks when the problem is thought of as one of distributed
antenna beamforming [209].
Another interesting area is signature optimization using
limited feedback (e.g., [20], [248], [249], [256], [257], [263],
[264], [328], [332], [341]). In fact, spreading code design
using randomly generated codes formed the basis behind the
development of RVQ ideas [281]. The performance of an RVQ
signature codebook is analyzed in [277]. Limited feedback
has also been applied to peer-to-peer multicarrier CDMA
[243]. Reduced rank signature optimization leads to further
designs using subspace concepts [308]. Performance analysis
of signature optimization with CDMA can be found in [72].
Other work on interference avoidance with limited feedback
is available in [247]. In CDMA systems, power control is also
critical. Feedback approaches to CDMA power control have
been widely studied (e.g., [21], [297], [304], [334]).
One issue in multiple access systems where possibly many
users are sending feedback to a central controller (e.g., base
station) is the issue of limited feedback resources. Clearly multiple access strategies are necessary when users must compete
for limited feedback channels. Shared feedback resources were
first examined in [314] using a shared random access feedback
channel. A code division framework is available in [240].
Other channel aware scheduling ideas can be found in [250].
In [59], both sequential and contention feedback protocols are
proposed for OFDMA.
An exciting area where feedback can have impact is in
spectrum access aware cognitive radio systems. One of the
big problems among open-access systems is determining how
users can adequately share spectrum resources. In [6], a
technique allowing users to compete for access to spectrum
using limited feedback is discussed.
B. Multiuser Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Systems
While single-user multiple antenna systems provide many
benefits, multiuser multiple antennas systems can provide even
larger total system rates when the spatial resources are spread
among multiple users. Often, the user terminals have limited
or no (if single antenna, as considered below) interference
canceling capability by themselves. In the downlink, this
leaves the base station with the task of precoding the signals in
view of supressing the inter-user interference. CSIT is crucial
for this task. Thus, for cellular systems that commonly use

FDD, limited feedback is critical to making multiuser MIMO
practical.
1) Single Receive Antennas: A downlink multiuser MIMO
system with each user possessing a single receive antenna and
normalized noise will give the ith user an input-output relation
yi [k] = hTi [k]x[k] + ni [k]

(16)

where the subscript denotes the user
 number.
 The transmitted
2
signal is restricted such that Eh,x x[k]2 ≤ ρ. Typically,
{x[k]} is designed to support at most Mt users per block
length.
Various signaling approaches can be employed to divide
the spatial resources. Most relate to using at least some form
√
of precoding. In this case, x[k] = ρF[k]s[k]. Here F[k]
is the linear precoding matrix. The signal {s[k]} could have
independently generated rows that correspond to different
users or do more complicated interference mitigation schemes
such as dirty paper coding (e.g., see [50], [68], [298], [330],
[340], [351]).
Most limited feedback multiuser MIMO schemes fall into
two categories. The first category is to let users quantize some
function of hi [k] and send this channel information to the
base station. The problem is that the purpose of F[k] is to
(in some sense) orthogonalize the various user signals. When
the channel is quantized, the user signals can not be perfectly
orthogonalized due to inherent quantization error [79], [133].
This leads to a sum rate ceiling as the SNR increases.
Improving this sum rate ceiling is a difficult problem.
When the number of users increases, scheduling users with
channels that satisfy near orthogonality conditions provides
many improvements [312], [313], [323], [350]. Other more
general approaches such as those in [38], [336] can also be
employed. Further interesting aspects on multiuser scheduling
are discussed later in this paper. The sum rate ceiling can also
be raised by leveraging quantization distortion in an MMSEtype of precoder design [70].
Innovative work has also been done characterizing what
type of and how much feedback should be used. A comparison
between quantized and analog feedback methods with sum
rate maximization is available in [46]. The effect of training,
feedback quantization, and feedback error on sum rate is
analyzed in [47].
The broad second category is a multiuser version of the
opportunistic beamforming approach mentioned earlier (as
initially discussed in [291]). In the approach of [291], F[k]
is chosen randomly according to a known distribution. Pilots
are sent out on all of the spatial beams (i.e., columns of the
precoder). Users then measure their receive SINRs on the
columns and report this information back to the base station.
The base station picks the subset of users that maximizes
the sum rate. The best property of this algorithm is that
it approaches the optimal sum rate scaling as the number
of users increases assuming independently fading spatially
uncorrelated Rayleigh channels. Single feedback bit versions
of this work can be found in [77], [240], [359]. Multiple
feedback bit analysis is contained in [189]. This technique
can also be extended to probe with multiple precoders [119].
This will allow the sum rate to scale faster as the number of
users increases.
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Fig. 6. An example limited feedback precoding multiuser MIMO system
is shown. The base station sends data to the users via a linear precoding
matrix. There are two typical approaches to feedback design. One option is
for the users to send quantized versions of their channel estimates. The base
station can use these quantized versions to pick the best precoding matrix
according to some defined criterion. An alternative approach is to restrict the
precoder to a finite number of choices. The users can then send information
on the feedback link relating to the maximum achievable rate (e.g., SINR
information) computed using the channel estimate or obtained through channel
sounding.

Multiuser opportunistic beamforming techniques typically
exhibit a degradation of performance when the number of
users is low. This is because some of the random beams fail
to “hit” a user. To mitigate this problem, several approaches
were proposed including enhancing the randomly launched
beams with a power control algorithm allowing to reduce the
resource allocated to the beams for which no user reported
a good enough SINR [163]. Another method improves the
beam design with the help of known statistical information.
The correlation matrices associated with the transmit channel
of some users reveal a great deal about the mean separability
of these users. Such information can be exploited both for
scheduling and precoder design [162].
This kind of probing idea relates to the popular industrial feedback technique known as Per User Unitary Rate
Control (PU2RC) in [148]. Typically PU2RC systems use a
deterministic (rather than random) codebook [146]. They can
be designed using probing or allowing the users to perform
channel estimation and then compute SINRs for all codeword
matrices. The throughput scaling of PU2RC was analyzed
in [118] for both the noise limited and interference limited
regimes.
These similarities and differences in multiuser MIMO approaches are roughly described in Figure 6. The primary
difference is in the information that is fed back. Channel quantization does not constrain the form of the multiuser MIMO
precoding matrix, but it often leads to inferior performance
due to quantization error. Channel sounding allows users to
measure (or compute) actual SINR performance. This typically
comes at the expense of constraining the precoder to a finite
set (or codebook). A thorough comparison is available in [78].
2) Multiple Receive Antennas: When users have multiple
receive antennas, performance of multiuser MIMO systems
can be improved by leveraging the added degrees-of-freedom
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at the receiver. With enough receive antennas even simple
per antenna scheduling without precoding can provide good
performance [107]. It was shown in [134] that combining
the signals received at the multiple receive antennas provides
substantial sum rate benefit because the negative effect of
channel quantization error is reduced. Block diagonalized
multiuser transmission with limited feedback is discussed in
[258], which takes into account that each receive antenna
should not be treated as a separate user when the antennas
are co-located. Limited feedback can also be employed with
regularized block diagonalization [296]. A vector quantization
framework combined with improved scheduling is discussed
in [151]. The amount of feedback necessary to avoid a sum
rate ceiling is asymptotically analyzed in [34]. Alternative
selection and precoding techniques are discussed in [35], [43],
[324], [347].
A recent technique for multiuser MIMO with multiple
receive antenna users is coordinated beamforming with limited
feedback. In coordinated beamforming, both the transmit
beamformers and receive combining vectors are jointly optimized to maximize sum rate under a zero interference constraint [234]. When implemented with limited feedback [56],
the users send limited feedback by sending to the base station
the quantized coefficients of a certain normalized Hermitian
symmetric matrix that is a function of their channel coefficients. The base station then uses the channel conditions
of multiple users to solve for the transmit beamforming
and receive combining vectors for each user. Both iterative
algorithms [55] and direct solutions can be employed [56].
The receive combining vectors are quantized as part of the
joint optimization and subsequently broadcast to the users
in what is called limited feedforward [55]. The joint design
improves performance versus receive antenna selection [134]
while incurring only a small feedback overhead.
An enhanced version of PU2RC using multiple receive antennas was proposed in [149]. WCDMA/HSDPA approaches
to include multiuser MIMO with feedback are studied in [150].
Note that practical systems will still suffer from the problem
of many users competing for limited feedback resource. Contention feedback approaches for multiuser MIMO, where users
compete to send feedback on a shared contention feedback
channel may solve this problem [240], [315]. These relate to
the opportunistic feedback techniques in [9].
Feedback designs have also been studied for MIMO-CDMA
systems, assuming single antenna subscriber units. For example, antenna partitioning based on limited feedback from the
subscriber has been proposed to improve the receive SINR of
each user by assigning them to the best transmit antenna [64].
The multiuser MIMO discussion above has concentrated
on the downlink. In the uplink, user synchronization makes
the feedback problem almost identical to those studied for
point-to-point MIMO as discussed in [145]. The primary
difference is that the codebook precoders are geographically
distributed with different precoder columns corresponding to
different users. The multiuser MIMO uplink also represents
another form of spatial division multiple access [120]. This
view provides intuition into system throughput scaling and
scheduling. The diversity-multiplexing tradeoff of the uplink
was analyzed in [11].
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C. Scheduling in Multiuser Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
Systems
When the number of users actively receiving or transmitting
packets exceeds the number of antennas at the base station,
it becomes necessary to select a subset of terminals that
will be allowed to communicate with the base station in any
given time or frequency slot. Although this selection could
in principle be realized without any prior information on the
channel state of the users (as in round-robin scheduling for
instance), it has been shown that multiple antenna systems
can extract a substantial capacity gain from using carefully
designed selection rules. In brief, a rate maximizing scheduler
will aim at realizing a good compromise between the multiuser
diversity gain, by selecting users with high received power
levels, and the multiplexing gain, by choosing the users
with sufficiently orthogonal channels, in view of, e.g., linear
precoding.
In a precoded SDMA-type system lacking CSIT, feedback
must be used to i) perform scheduling and ii) design the
proper multiuser MIMO precoding matrix. Clearly, the required feedback resolution for each of these two tasks is
different. Scheduling typically requires only rough quantization resolution to distinguish between high and low rate users
(e.g., see the discussion in [91]). Precoding, however, requires
higher resolution accuracy to mitigate the problems caused by
interuser interference. This motivates flexible feedback designs
that optimally partition the feedback bit budget across those
used for scheduling and those for precoding [353].
There is also a non-trivial optimization problem related to
how many users should be scheduled given the quantization
level. Scheduling more simultaneous users can sometimes
create more interuser interference and not actually enhance
the achievable sum rate. The tradeoff between multiuser
diversity and multiplexing gain is analyzed in [160]. Work in
beam selection using SINR feedback has been done in [65].
Scheduling with limited feedback information for multiuser
MIMO has been enhanced in [161]. Another way to enhance
the performance is by actively varying the rank of the precoder
(which corresponds to the number of users selected) using
interference prediction approaches [25] or other techniques
[57]. A thresholding technique for the decision of multiuser
MIMO feedback is discussed in [337]. The optimal number
of users to support was characterized in [73].
Another way of exploring the trade-off between multiuser
diversity gain and user multiplexing gain was proposed in
[259]. In this work, the total feedback bit budget is divided
equally across a subset of users, while users outside the subset
are dropped from the system. As the considered subset size
is reduced, more weight is given on multiplexing gain and
less on the multiuser diversity. The optimum trade-off point
is a function of the SNR and other system parameters. This
relates to the idea of rate-adaptive feedback which considers
an average, rather than fixed, feedback bit budget per user
[354].
D. Relaying
There has been much recent interest in allowing nodes
in wireless networks to relay information to other users. In
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of a limited feedback multiple antenna relay system.
Notice that multiple feedback links are possible. Feedback could assist the
relay and source in adaptive transmission techniques such as power control
and precoding.

a wireless relay channel, a helper node (often without data
to send) acts as a relay between a source and a destination as shown in Figure 7. There are three channels in the
basic relay channel: the source-to-relay channel, the relayto-destination channel, and the source-to-destination channel.
More sophisticated relay channels may involve multiple relays,
multiple stages of relaying, bidirectional relaying, and MIMO
relays. Relays have different levels of assumed sophistication.
Amplify-and-forward relays (also known by other names)
generally apply some kind of analog transformation to the
received signal while decode-and-forward relays detect the
transmitted bits and re-encode. Relays may operate under
full-duplex assumptions (transmitting and receiving at the
same time) or more practical half-duplex assumptions (transmitting or receiving). Relaying is now being considered for
cellular coverage enhancement through efforts like IEEE
802.16j [244]. Relaying is an extensive area in its own
right, and this section discusses some applications of limited
feedback in relay channels.
A rough block diagram of a limited feedback relay system
is shown in Figure 7. The general idea is to enhance the
rate and/or reliability of a transmitter and destination terminal
with poor channel conditions. The relay retransmits (and
possibly reencodes) the source signal meant for the destination
node. Limited feedback links could be used for sink-to-relay
feedback and relay-to-source feedback. Because of the poor
channel conditions sink-to-source feedback is unusual.
Exploiting limited feedback concepts in relay channels is
challenging due to the number of different channels. There
are multiple channels to be estimated, feedback may be
required at multiple nodes, and feedback information may
traverse multiple paths. Further, relays are often assumed to
be incapable of complex physical layer and medium access
control operations, making the amount and type of possible
training and feedback more restricted than in other channel
models.
While there remain many open problems in the area,
research in limited feedback for relay systems has made
significant progress in just the past few years. The seminal
paper [165] shows that a single bit of feedback from destination to relay allows decode-and-forward to achieve the
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full diversity available in the single-antenna relay channel.
In [13], the authors derive finite-rate feedback for power
control to reduce the probability of outage in the singleantenna amplify-and-forward relay channel, finding that just
one bit of feedback can double the diversity order and deriving
a strategy that accommodates any size of desired feedback. A
similar scenario for the decode-and-forward channel is studied
in [152], where it is shown that very low levels of feedback
can make simple orthogonal decode-and-forward strategies
competitive with dynamic decode-and-forward [28].
Limited feedback beamforming for amplify-and-forward
relaying was studied for the distributed single-antenna case
in [361], whereas the single-relay multi-antenna case is addressed in this issue [144]. For distributed single antenna
relays performing beamforming, [361] compares codebooks
generated using the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm, random
codebooks, and relay selection codebooks. While codebooks
designed using the Lloyd algorithm outperform selection with
a few bits of feedback, random codebooks require large
amounts of feedback to compete with selection. This leads
to the conclusion that selection may be the method of choice
for distributed beamforming given its good balance of performance and synchronization requirements.
A linear single-relay multi-antenna relay channel is considered in [144], and the optimal beamforming vector is
shown to be uniformly distributed on the unit hypersphere,
making Grassmannian codebooks attractive as in the pointto-point case. It is shown that the relay can quantize only
one of the eigenvectors of the source-relay channel, instead
of the entire channel, to feed forward to the destination. The
use of three different quantizations makes the gap between
optimal and limited feedback beamforming much larger in the
relay channel than in the point-to-point channel, while more
than tripling the amount of required feedback. To combat the
growth of feedback, [245] proposes transmit antenna selection
at both source and relay, which allows an analog forwarding of
source-relay channel state information instead of the quantized
method of [144]. The penalty is, expectedly, an SNR loss at
the destination.
More complex relay networks may involve multiple relays
between the source and destination. One application of limited feedback in these networks is to select the relay that
will be used to help communication between source and
destination, which is known as relay selection. In one relay
selection approach, relays contend to send parity information
upon receiving feedback that a packet was not decoded correctly [360]. In another approach, a handshaking protocol can
be used to determine the best node to forward packets to the
destination [316], [317]. As an alternative to relay selection,
multiple relays can be co-phased based on limited feedback
when a certain amount of synchronization is available to
improve [164]. Multiple relays with limited feedback are also
discussed in [362].
IV. C ODEBOOK BASED F EEDBACK IN S TANDARDS
In the past five years, several applications of feedback have
appeared in emerging wireless standards including adaptive
coding and modulation, power control, hybrid automatic repeat
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request, and codebook based limited feedback precoding.
In this section we review codebook based limited feedback
precoding concepts that have been decided or are under
consideration in several emerging standards.
A. 3GPP Release - 99
3GPP (third generation partnership program) is the name
for the official evolution of the GSM system. It features a
wideband CDMA physical layer with 5MHz channel bandwidths. It uses fast power control feedback on both the uplink
and downlink. It is also the first standard to support codebook based beamforming on the downlink with two transmit
antennas [76].
Two types of codebook based feedback are supported in
the standard [115]. Mode 1 uses a type of quantized equal
gain combining [109], [199], [225], where the phase of the
second antenna is adjusted based on the average of two
one bit feedback commands, effectively implementing a twobit codebook. Mode 2 uses a type of quantized maximum
ratio combining. By averaging over multiple feedback slots,
effectively two bits of amplitude information and three bits
for phase information are realized. These modes are analyzed
in [80].
B. IEEE 802.11n
IEEE 802.11n is a developing standard that is an extension to the IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network standard with a stated goal of achieving 100 Mbps of effective
throughput [241]. It uses a MIMO-OFDM physical layer and
supports two-to-four transmit antennas and two-to-four receive
antennas. It supports two flavors of single-user feedback
based MIMO precoding (generically called beamforming in
the standard): implicit and explicit [305].
Implicit feedback precoding uses the channel reciprocity
that results from TDD operation. In theory, with reciprocity
there is no limited feedback required. In practice though, the
RF chains at the transmitter and receiver require calibration to
ensure reciprocity across the entire analog signal path. Reciprocity is enabled through the use of feedback. Specifically,
two users exchange training information. Then each user sends
its quantized channel estimate per subcarrier to the other user.
Based on this feedback, each user is able to calibrate its
baseband, and precoding can be performed using reciprocity.
Note that the calibration procedure must be performed during
a coherence time but does not have to be performed frequently
(perhaps repeated in minutes or hours).
There are three different explicit feedback precoding modes
of operation. The first mode is called CSI Matrices feedback
and consists of sending back for each subcarrier a quantized maximum amplitude (3 bits) and the quantized channel
matrix (4-8 bits per scaled real and imaginary entry). The
second mode is called non-compressed beamforming matrix
feedback. In this case the receiver computes the precoder
with orthogonal columns, quantizes each entry, and sends
this information back. In the final mode of operation, known
as compressed beamforming matrix feedback, the receiver
represents the precoder with orthogonal columns using Givens
rotations (inspired by [261]). The parameters (called angles)
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are then quantized and sent back. The CSI Matrix mode is the
most general and allows the transmitter to compute its own
precoder. The non-compressed mode reduces the amount of
feedback required to adjust the precoder while the compressed
mode further reduces feedback and preserves orthogonality of
the columns with quantization.
C. IEEE 802.16e / WiMAX
IEEE 802.16e is the mobile extension to IEEE 802.16 for
wireless metropolitan area networks [1], [19]. It is also commonly referred to as WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access), coming from the WiMAX Forum, which
is an industry consortium selecting certain subsets of IEEE
802.16e for interoperability and certification. IEEE 802.16e
has several different physical layers and MIMO modes of
operation. The current WiMAX mobile profile 1.0 supports
OFDMA and some basic MIMO features. The next release will
likely support some of the codebook feedback modes included
in the standard.
Several single-user codebook based limited feedback techniques are supported in IEEE 802.16e in the downlink. Codebooks are given in the standard for several configurations.
Two, three, and four antenna three bit codebooks are listed;
they appear to be Grassmannian codebooks. Six bit beamforming codebooks for three and four antennas are derived from a
generator vector multiplied by a Householder reflection matrix, exponentiated diagonal matrix, and another Householder
reflection matrix. This approach saves some storage. Precoding
codebooks for three and six bits for up to four antennas are
found by taking subsets of the columns of a Householder
reflection matrix generated using the beamforming codebook.
This results in codebooks that can be generated from the
beamforming codebooks; storing precoding codebooks is not
required. Note that Householder reflection matrices are unitary, meaning that the precoders constructed from them have
orthogonal columns.
D. 3GPP Long Term Evolution
3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the name for release 8
of the 3GPP standard, the evolution of 3GPP Release 99. 3GPP
LTE has a MIMO-OFDMA physical layer on the downlink
and supports various single and multiple user MIMO modes
of operation [92].
Several different single-user codebook based limited feedback techniques are supported in 3GPP LTE. 3GPP LTE has
support for codebook based precoding on the downlink with
two or four transmit antennas. In the case of two antennas,
a beamforming codebook with six vectors (including two
corresponding to antenna selection) and a precoding codebook
with three matrices. For four antennas, a four bit codebook is
specified for beamforming and precoding with two, three, and
four streams. The precoding codebooks are built by taking
specific subsets of Householder reflection matrices generated
from the beamforming entries. The subsets are chosen to have
a nested structure. For example, for a given generating vector,
the two stream codebook will include the original vector and
an additional vector. The three stream codebook will add an
additional vector and so on. This facilitates multi-mode rank

adaptation, where the base station can change the number of
active streams, and may offer some computational savings.
A major difference between the 3GPP LTE and IEEE
802.16e codebooks is that the 3GPP codebooks have a finite
alphabet structure, which makes them easy to store and
simplifies computation. This structure is preserved even in the
calculation of the reflection matrices, thus can be exploited in
the precoding case as well.
E. 3GPP2 Ultra Mobile Broadband
3GPP2 (third generation partnership program 2) Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB) is the name for the next generation
evolution of the cdma2000 standard. UMB also uses a MIMOOFDMA physical layer along with some CDMA control
channels. It supports codebook based precoding for singleuser and multiuser systems on the downlink with two or four
antennas. It supports rank adaptation and adaptive switching
between single-user and multiuser modes.
Two different precoding codebooks are supported: a knockdown codebook and a readymade codebook. A knockdown
codebook consists of multiple unitary matrices. The receiver
chooses a preferred matrix and columns from that matrix to
indicate its preferred precoder. Two default codebooks are a
Fourier-based codebook with multiple phase shifted discrete
Fourier Transform matrices (inspired from constructions in
[194], [195]) and an identity codebook (corresponding to
antenna selection). A readymade precoding codebook consists
of up to 64 matrices. For a given rank r, the receiver sends
back the preferred matrix to the transmitter. The transmitter uses the first r columns of the chosen matrix as the
precoder. Interestingly, unlike other standards, 3GPP2 UMB
has downloadable codebooks (a mandatory feature) so the
default codebooks in the standard can be changed. This means
though that hardware can not exploit special structure in
the codebooks since a codeword search at the receiver must
support the downloaded codebook.
Multiuser MIMO, or SDMA, is also supported using the
knockdown codebook and an appropriate channel quality
indicator. In this case users are scheduled onto different
beams of a single matrix, inspired by the PU2RC multiuser
algorithm [148].
F. IEEE 802.16m / 4G
IEEE 802.16m is tasked with developing an advanced
air interface for IEEE 802.16 [2]. It is one of what will
likely be several fourth generation cellular standards (versus
3GPP LTE and 3GPP2 UMB that are generally considered
to be 3.5 generation standards). While it is still early in the
standardization process, it appears that IEEE 802.16m (and
other 4G standards) will pick up where IEEE 802.16e left off.
It is likely that the physical layer will use MIMO-OFDMA but
will support more advanced techniques like adaptive feedback,
multiuser MIMO, relaying (discussed in Section III-D), and
base station cooperation, each with more sophisticated limited
feedback requirements.
The aforementioned standards implement limited feedback
precoding methods that are essentially one-shot quantization
techniques. As discussed in Section II-B1, there are adaptive
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techniques that can exploit temporal correlation in the channel
to reduce feedback requirements [31], [32], [216], [268]. There
are several different approaches including quantizing gradients
[31], [32], using localized codebooks [185], [188], [268], or
adaptive codebook structures [216]. Most of this work is for
the case of beamforming; adaptive precoding has received less
attention. The area of adaptive feedback is still a fertile ground
for research.
Multiuser MIMO communication, also called SDMA, was
discussed during development of IEEE 802.16m, 3GPP LTE,
and 3GPP2 UMB. Only UMB seems to have included it
explicitly. A major challenge with limited feedback based
multiuser MIMO is that quantization errors create multiuser
interference, which can cause throughput ceilings at high
SNRs [79], [133], [258]. Reducing these error effects requires
either large codebooks, which scale in size with SNR, a
substantial amount of multiuser diversity [350], or a combination of multiuser diversity and structured codebooks like with
PU2RC [118], [148]. Practically implementing large codebooks remains a challenge. QAM codebooks using fast vector
search algorithms are attractive for realizing each to search
codebooks [265], while hierarchical codebooks [42], successive refinement [185], [188], or progressive refinement [112]
may support multiple resolutions of feedback. Adaptive methods may also be useful in implementing feedback reduction.
The practical realization of large codebooks for multiuser
beamforming and precoding is still under investigation.
Base station coordination [135], [287], [288], [357], also
called network MIMO [140], [329], creates base station coordination clusters to treat the system like a “super” MIMO
system, leveraging high capacity base station backhauls. Interference is eliminated in coordination clusters since users receive signals from all the base stations and there is effectively
no interference. Unfortunately, implementing base station coordination on the downlink requires a substantial amount of
CSI about the channel between every user and every base
station in the coordination cluster. Further this information
must be exchanged by all the base stations. Research is only
now being conducted on issues like codebook based feedback
techniques and the impact of codebook size. Given that base
station coordination is an extension of multiuser MIMO with
more effective transmitters and users, it is likely that large
codebooks will also be required. Analysis of base station
coordination with limited feedback as well as the development
of codebook based limited feedback strategies remains a topic
of interest.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a look at the state of limited
feedback research in wireless communication systems. Interest
in applications of limited feedback has exploded over the last
few years and is sure to grow with the standardization and
deployment of 4G and beyond wireless networks.
Many problems still remain. At present there is no general
theory of single or multiuser wireless feedback communication
networks. This problem may or may not be tractable. It is
complicated by issues such as fundamental problems in source
coding, interaction between forward and reverse links, effect
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of delay and the accompanying necessity for small feedback
signal blocklengths, effect of errors in the feedback messages,
and uncertainty in the optimal way to jointly encode message
information with channel state feedback. Practical issues in
the deployment of limited feedback systems often tie directly
with the quality of the channel model assumed in the system
design. Changes and mismatches in the channel distribution
must be anticipated and accounted for in a reliable system.
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